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CHICKEN CURRY CROISSANT

Devour
Cafe
By Bryce Parks
We’ve been meaning to try Devour Cafe
for some time, but like many Dubuquers,
we pass by the unique spot located
right at the curve on Central Avenue
in the main level of what was once the
Rafoth Sheet Metal building at 1798
Central. After taking in a few samples
of the eats and, of course, the coffee,
I’m sorry I didn’t get here sooner.
Though he took over the space in 2018,
demolition, renovations, and costs with
renovations meant it was not until January
of 2020 before owner Ryan Dies officially
opened with regular hours and a strong
philosophy driving a killer coffee menu and
a unique and delicious dining attitude.

BURRITO

Moving from his original Galena location of the same name, Devour is open for
breakfast and lunch hours, but obviously
welcomes people to just come in for coffee.
After all, coffee is Ryan’s life, or at least it’s
always been a thread in the story of his life.
“I’ve been into coffee since I was a
kid,” Ryan begins. “It is a part of my
world. It’s what shaped me as an artist
and a craftsman and everything I’ve got
going on. Coffee has been right there
next to me, and I have a passion for it.”
He’s not shy in backing up his
skills in the coffee world.
“I have a lot of experience and skill in
preparing coffee,” he continues, and you
can be sure he roasts his own. “There
are far more drinks on my menu that
come from all over the world than most
places have ever seen. I’ve done international seminars on coffee, the history, the
industry. It’s the second-largest-traded
commodity in the world next to oil [it’s
true; 2.2 billion cups a day… we looked
it up!]. It’s pretty vital and important
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to the world. I’m a tiny part of that. No
drive-thru or anything like that. Just
a boutique cafe where crafting great
food and coffee takes skill and care.”
I, on the other hand, am a bit of a
coffee simpleton. I like an iced caramel
latte, and I don’t apologize for it. And
mine was great. Nutty and flavorful and
just what I was looking for. The cappuccino looked like it was smooth as silk.
Much of the coffee menu was way out of
my league. I don’t know a Redeye from
a Blackeye and the Guzzo, a cold brew
with espresso, is new to me. I don’t know
what a Mayan, Breve, Palazzo, Affogatto
or Cortato is, but if you do, then I’ll bet
you’re pretty excited to read this right
now. I’ll try to get a photo of the brewed
menu in with the story. Kelli Kerrigan,
who met us there, had a richly red/pink/
purple hibiscus tea that looked luxurious, and she thought it had a stellar deep
flavor. Kristina also really liked her Chai.
It’s not just the flavor of a fantastic cup of coffee that drives Ryan

Dies, but the entire path that coffee takes from the soil to the cup.
“I care a lot about the agricultural coffee
industry,” he says. “The farmers that supply me. I respect the way they sustainably
farm with cyclic farming, utilizing every
inch of the land where this coffee grows. I
source only grade-one coffee. It has a lot
of labor costs and care that are involved
with that. That’s the way it should be. My
philosophy should not just be practiced
here at Devour, but all along the chain that
my products take to get here. The highest quality in artistry and humanity, with
great practices involved at every level.”
He even carried that philosophy to
the handling of waste and doing the
dishes. “I don’t use phosphates in my
dish cleaning,” he says. “I hand wash
everything and put them through a hightemperature sanitizer. That’s the only
way I can prevent putting phosphates
in the river and polluting the world.”
Like the coffee, care and creativity carry through to his food. Though
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the menu is small, the point is that he
wants you to take the reins and tell
him what you want him to make.
“The customers are the executive chef
and I prepare it for them,” Ryan explains.
“We have a lot of ingredients. What
do you like? I can make a sandwich, an
omelette, a skillet and quiche, burrito or
a soufflé. It’s a little bit complicated. It
puts some of the onus on the customer
to figure it out and know what they want.
I’ll take the things you like and make
something satisfying and creative that
you will not find everywhere. There’s a
lot of junk out there like MSG and pesticides. Everything’s natural here.
“You’ll see that the ingredients in my
food usually say organic on all labels,
from the natural thick-cut bacon, to
the greens. I do my own shopping for
all of my food. I have extensive background as a chef working in a number
of restaurants in the area. The space is
limited here. The creativity is not.”
So let’s talk about our lunch. There
were just a couple of specials listed
on the menu when we visited, but he
quickly dispelled us of those limitations
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and asked what we wanted. In the end
we shared a few wonderful gems.
Ryan whipped us up a warm croissant with melted cheese, bacon, tomato,
and hot curried chicken that was savory
and delicious. On top of that, we shared
one of his signature specialties, a sweet
potato-crusted quiche with zucchini,
mushroom, onion, cheese and finished
with sour cream and fresh avocado. It
didn’t have any meat, but it was savory
and dense and felt like the kind of bellyfilling dish that you’d expect to have meat.
I loved it, and finding that it was
also naturally gluten free, I can’t wait
to take one to my wife one day when
she’s starving at work and needs me
to save her. She’s going to be thrilled
when I introduce her to this warm
delight. I think it’ll prove to be even
more welcome on a cold winter day.
While there, we also saw a super
fresh- and tasty-looking curried chicken
lettuce salad with tomatoes, red onion,
and fresh avocado glide by, as well as a
burrito that I think I’ll have to come back
for. Ryan says his skillets are pretty damn
good too. Try a Customlette! Just tell him

which of his natural and organic ingredients you want in there, and sit back with
your coffee as he makes it happen in the
tiniest little kitchen space imaginable.
He might love coffee like life itself, but
he’s no slouch with the omelette pan either.
“I opened a great coffee shop that
serves food,” says Ryan, “but it seems
like I now have a great cafe that serves
coffee. Oh well, that works too.”
We agree.

1798 CENTRAL AVE, DUBUQUE, IA
563-564-5271
FACEBOOK.COM/DEVOURDUBUQUE
Hours: Wed–Sun: 8 AM–3 PM;
Mon–Tue: Closed

SUBMIT YOUR DINING SUGGESTIONS!
DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE RESTAURANT
YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE US VISIT?
PLEASE SEND US YOUR REQUESTS,
SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS!
EMAIL: DINING@DUBUQUE365.COM
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